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Abstract—The increasing penetration of renewable energy
sources (RES) poses a major challenge to the operation of the
electricity grid owing to the intermittent nature of their power
output. The ability of utility-scale battery energy storage systems
(BESS) to provide grid support and smooth the output of RES
in combination with their decrease in cost has fueled research
interest in this technology over the last couple of years. Power
electronics (PE) is the key enabling technology for connecting
utility-scale BESS to the medium voltage grid. PE ensure energy
is delivered while complying with grid codes and dispatch orders.
Simultaneously, the PE must regulate the operating point of the
batteries, thus for instance preventing overcharge of batteries.
This paper presents a comprehensive review of PE topologies for
utility BESS that have been proposed either within industry or
the academic literature. Moreover, a comparison of the presently
most commercially viable topologies is conducted in terms of
estimated power conversion efficiency and relative cost.

Index Terms—Battery energy storage system, dc-ac converter,
dc-dc converter, power conversion, power electronics

I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy sources (RES), including wind turbines

and solar PV systems, have been installed at a fast pace glob-

ally in recent years [1], [2]. The intermittent nature of output

power from RES becomes a serious concern for the stability

of the grid, particularly with increased RES penetration and

at times when a high percentage of instantaneous demand

is supplied by RES. In the case of Germany where 80%

of instantaneous demand was supplied by RES on the 23rd

August 2015 [3], significant operating reserves were required

to meet the demand in case of a sudden decrease in the

output of RES, thus causing an increase in the operational

cost of the electricity network. Utility-scale battery energy

storage systems (BESS) featuring fast response characteristics

can provide an economic and promising alternative to smooth

the output power of RES [4] and provide operating reserves

[5], as there is virtually no cost to the system when BESS are

in reserve state i.e. not providing power [6].
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Fig. 1. Annual and cumulative installed capacity of utility-scale BESS (i.e.
>10 MW) and their projected growth based on currently announced projects.

In general, BESS are capable of providing multiple market

related and grid support services. For instance, besides provid-

ing operating reserves, BESS can be a potential alternative to

peaking gas turbines [7]. In terms of grid support, fast response

of BESS makes them suitable for providing frequency control

as part of ancillary services [8]. In addition, BESS can help

to black-start networks while providing voltage support for

the transmission and/or distribution lines [8]. At the time of

writing, numerous utility-scale BESS (i.e. > 10 MW) have

been commissioned or announced in the world (59 projects

according to DOE Global Energy Storage database [9]). The

capacity of commissioned BESS has increased rapidly over the

last couple of years with their growth expected to continue at

a similar rate in the near future, as shown in Fig. 1.

Power electronics (PE) is the key enabling technology

facilitating the connection of BESS rated at tens of MWs

to the medium voltage (MV) electricity grid [10]–[15]. The

PE unit serves as the interface between the batteries and

the electricity grid, thus ensuring grid codes and standards

are met when providing services to the market or the grid.

Simultaneously, the PE unit controls the power flow of the

BESS and regulates the operating points of the batteries,

ensuring the life expectancy of BESS.

Owing to the growing popularity of BESS, many PE topolo-

gies have been proposed in the literature [10]–[12], [16]–[25].

The PE conversion system is desired to be as efficient as

possible, as BESS are a lossy net energy consumer. However,

PE topologies suitable for utility-scale BESS have not been

thoroughly compared in the existing literature on the basis of

performance and economic viability. This paper systematically
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Fig. 2. Conventional PE unit using a 2L converter and transformer.

classifies PE topologies for utility BESS applications and

reviews their application. Moreover, comparisons among the

most commercially viable PE topologies are provided in terms

of the estimated power conversion efficiency and relative cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. PE topologies

using line-frequency transformers are presented in Section II

and transformerless topologies are reviewed in Section III. An

analysis of the requirements for a dc-dc conversion stage is

provided in Section IV. Section V introduces the required

modifications of PE systems for hybrid energy storage sys-

tems (HESS). A comprehensive comparison among reviewed

topologies is presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII

draws conclusions based on the presented comparison.

II. TRANSFORMER BASED PE TOPOLOGIES

A conventional grid-connected PE unit for BESS applica-

tions consists of a simple two-level (2L) converter with a line

frequency transformer (Tx) as shown in Fig. 2 [10], [26]. The

transformer is used to boost the voltage from hundreds of

volts to medium voltage (MV) levels, i.e., tens of kVs. Many

batteries and their associated PE units can be connected in

parallel at the low voltage dc bus to create large-scale BESS

with power ratings at tens of MWs. Another transformer stage

may be added for connection to a higher voltage level, i.e. 66

kV and above.

Alternative topologies to the well-established 2L converter,

for BESS application, include the three-level (3L) neutral-

point clamped (NPC) converter [27], [28], the active NPC

(ANPC) converter, as shown in Fig. 3, and the 3L flying

capacitor converter. A number of five-level converters have

also been proposed [29]–[31]. The control design and mod-

ulation techniques for these converters are more complicated

than the conventional 2L converter [23], [32], [33], however,

they provide an extra degree of freedom to increase the output

voltage magnitude of the converter and improve harmonic per-

formance. There is a trade-off for different types of multi-level

monolithic converters between the increased installed silicon

power, the mechanical complexity and harmonic performance.

III. TRANSFORMERLESS PE TOPOLOGIES

The line-frequency transformer used in the previously de-

scribed PE units is bulky, lossy and costly. To avoid the use

of a line-frequency transformer, directly connected utility-scale

BESS solutions have been developed. These solutions can be

classified in two main categories: 1) those based on the series

connection of semiconductors; 2) those based on the series

connection of sub-modules (SMs).
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Fig. 3. Three-level active neutral-point clamped converter.
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Fig. 4. Example of series connection of IGBTs for direct connection to
medium voltage grid using a 2L converter.

A. Series Connection of Semiconductors

For direct connection to the MV ac grid, many 2L or 3L

converter topologies can still be utilized. An example using

a 2L converter is presented in Fig. 4. Compared to Fig. 2,

multiple IGBTs are connected in series, as a single IGBT

with a voltage rating of a few kV (e.g. 1.7 kV - 6.5 kV)

is unable to block the required dc-link voltage. However,

some drawbacks of this approach include implications for the

converters physical construction with many series-connected

switching devices, and specific design of the gate driver /

semiconductors to ensure each device is synchronously turned

on/off. Use of this topology also necessitates a low switching

frequency to achieve acceptable switching losses, which in

turn implies higher cost of output filters, as will be explored

in Section VI.

B. Series Connection of Sub-modules

Direct connection of BESS to the MV grid without the use

of a line-frequency transformer can be achieved through the

use of cascaded modular converters based on a basic PE block

(also referred to as bridge, submodule or cell) [34].

1) Cascaded H-bridge Converter (CHB): The CHB, as

illustrated in Fig. 5, consists of three phase legs, each having

multiple H-bridge cells connected in series [35]–[38]. The

utility-scale BESS is normally composed of hundreds of

battery modules. Therefore, battery modules can be equally

distributed to each cell in the form of shorter battery strings

[38], [39].

The use of cascaded topologies enables boosting each

low voltage battery string to MV levels without the use of
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Fig. 5. Three-phase cascaded H-bridge converter and H-bridge cell.

transformers [19]. Each full bridge can regulate the power flow

of the battery modules connected to its dc-link. A common

zero-sequence voltage can be added to each phase-leg, thus

enabling the transfer of energy between each phase-leg [40]–

[43]. Advanced control algorithms have been proposed to deal

with the issue of state of charge (SOC) unbalance within

utility-scale BESS using the CHB converters [19], [20], [37],

[38], [44], [45].

2) Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC): The MMC topol-

ogy with half-bridge sub-modules (Fig. 6) provides an alterna-

tive cascaded topology for the integration of utility-scale BESS

and has attracted research interest over recent years [18], [46]–

[51]. The structure of the MMC allows for connection of the

energy storage elements either directly to the MV dc-link or

in a distributed manner across the sub-modules that form the

converters arms [18], [46], [51], [52]. In the case of centralized

batteries connected to the common dc-link of the MMC as

shown in Fig. 6(a), long battery strings are required negating

most of the advantages of the cascaded structure, hence the

distributed approach as shown in Fig. 6(b) represents the

most feasible implementation of the MMC in energy storage

applications.

A characteristic of the MMC topology is the presence of a

circulating current within the phase-legs of the converter that

provides additional freedom in dealing with SOC unbalances

[47], [53], particularly for operation with grid imbalances [51].

However, benefits obtained by injection of circulating currents

come at the cost of increased conduction and switching

losses within the topology. Another problem is that dc-voltage

injection in each converter arm results in a large fundamental

frequency component appearing in the sub-module capacitor

voltages, which then needs to be attenuated through the use

of large submodule capacitors.

Further issues investigated in the literature for the use of

MMC in BESS include the deployment of an integrated battery

management system (BMS) based on SOC for the batteries

in the converter [47], unbalances between the batteries that

may lead to dc current injection to the grid [48] and, most

importantly, the impact of low-order current harmonics that

flow in the arms of the MMC on the batteries [18], [47]. The

latter arises when batteries are directly connected to the dc-

link of MMC SMs, resulting in low-order current harmonics

flowing through the batteries.

When the MMC is considered solely for the purpose of con-

necting a BESS to the network, the additional complexity/cost

of the MMC structure compared to a CHB (six arms instead of
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Fig. 6. Modular multilevel converter and corresponding submodules: (a)
centralized batteries on the dc-link; (b) distributed batteries in the SMs.

three), as well as the less optimal utilization of the converter

(double the number of switching devices for the same number

of voltage levels), put the MMC at a disadvantage as the

topology of choice. However, integration of energy storage in

MMC converters for HVDC transmission, motor drive systems

or other grid support systems enhances the possible functions

and the value which PE can provide in these applications [34],

[52], [54], [55].

IV. CONTROLLABLE COMMON DC-LINK

A common characteristic of the previously presented PE

configurations for BESS is that the converter dc-link voltage

is directly defined by the voltage of the battery string. The

battery voltages vary depending on the SOC, which intro-

duces variation to the dc-link voltage. Grid-tied converters are

required to accommodate the entire range of operating dc-

voltage. Thus, their design in terms of semiconductor selection

and operating points is not optimized. For instance, the voltage

rating of semiconductor devices needs to be oversized to

enable safe operation in the scenario of high SOC. In addition,

the wide range of modulation indices to deal with the dc-

voltage variation leads to decreased efficiency with higher ac

output harmonics.

A controllable dc-link can be achieved by introducing an

additional dc-dc conversion stage between the battery string

and the dc-link of the grid-tied converters. In other words, the

variations in the battery voltage are handled by the additional

dc-dc converter, allowing optimized design of the grid-tied

converter. An optimised design, based on dc-dc converters,

that avoids overdimensioning of the batteries may also lead to

a decrease of the total system cost, as less battery modules are

required in the final system. Additionally, in the cascaded mod-

ular configurations presented in [18], [50], [51], the additional

dc-dc converters between the SM and the battery can help

eliminate the low-order harmonics flowing in the battery, and

potentially increase battery lifetime. Certain dc-dc topologies
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may also serve as protective and current limiting devices,

eliminating the need for costly dc breakers.

In theory, any bidirectional dc-dc converter can be used to

achieve control of the dc-link. However, step-up converters

are normally considered in utility-scale BESS applications

for the following reason. The grid connection voltage in MV

applications is quite high with respect to the voltage of typical

battery strings. Step-up converters also help reduce the re-

quired battery string voltages as well as the number of batteries

in the string, thus potentially extending the life expectancy

of batteries whose impedence is unavoidably slightly mis-

matched [56].

Several topologies for the bidirectional step-up dc-dc con-

verter are proposed in the literature [57]–[61], two of which

are presented in Fig. 7. The topology based on a simple

boost converter, as shown in Fig. 7(a), is widely used owing

to its simplicity. Another widely discussed topology is the

dual-active-bridge (DAB ) [35], [58], [62]–[64], as shown in

Fig. 7(b). This topology features galvanic isolation between the

dc-link and the batteries owing to the use of a high-frequency

isolation transformer, typically operating in the range of a

few kHz (e.g. from 5 to 20 kHz). Consequently, the isolation

transformer becomes relatively small and light, although trans-

former insulation ratings would need to withstand the complete

phase-ground voltage if the batteries are grounded. The switch-

ing frequency of the converters can be increased with the use

of Silicon Carbide (SiC) power devices. Furthermore, soft-

switching techniques can be implemented to futher increase

the converter efficiency [58]. The industrial standard for the

isolation requirement in utility-scale battery applications is still

being drafted [65], isolation may be necessary, as batteries are

sensitive to over-current and temperature as a result of leakage

current [56], [66].

High power, high current and high voltage are required

in utility-scale BESS applications, where many long battery

strings are connected in parallel. However, the impedance

difference among strings leads to unbalanced charging, thus

aging quickly and eventually damaging some of the strings.

Moreover, in the modern battery industry, the battery pack

including the short battery string has been already modularized

[38], [39]. Therefore, it is expected that the PE unit will

include a modular component to connect the battery packs as

well as deal with the dc-voltage requirements. Instead of con-

necting batteries, modular dc-dc converters are connected in

series and/or in parallel to comply with the power and voltage

requirements. Regardless of the specific dc-dc topology, the

connection configurations mainly have two categories: single

input/output and multiple input/output [67]. Two multiple

input/output configurations are presented in Fig. 8.

V. HYBRID ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS

Hybrid energy storage systems (HESS) can combine the

advantages of different energy storage (ES) technologies, such

as specific power, energy density and cycling lifetime. In addi-

tion, the electrical characteristics of the combined technologies

may be significantly different, e.g. cut-off voltage preventing

overcharge. Therefore, a PE interface between different ES

(a) (b)

HFTx
Vdc
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B2

Bn

Vdc
B1

Bn

C
CB Cdc

L

Fig. 7. Common dc-dc converter topologies to control the power flow between
the common dc-link and batteries, (a) boost converter, and (b) dual active
bridge converter.
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Fig. 8. Connection configurations of dc-dc converters suitable for multiple
input/output, (a) parallel connection, and (b) series connection.

devices in the HESS is essential to control the terminal voltage

as well as the power flow of each device.

Numerous configurations, connecting each ES device of the

HESS to the common dc-link, have been proposed and dis-

cussed [17], [23], [68]–[74]. According to the controllability

of the terminal voltage and power flow of each device, these

topologies can be categorized into three groups: uncontrolled,

semi-controlled, and fully-controlled, as shown in Fig. 9.

a) Uncontrolled configuration: The simplest configura-

tion is illustrated in Fig. 9(a), where two ESs are connected in

parallel directly to the common dc-link. In this configuration,

the individual power flow of each ESs cannot be regulated.

In addition, this configuration can only be used for ESs of

similar voltage range, owing to lack of voltage control for

individual terminals. Moreover, the ES voltage variation in

different SOC leads to the voltage variation of each dc-link.

In practice, an impedance is required between the ESs, in order

to limit the surge current caused by voltage imbalances of the

parallel-connected voltage sources. The need for the limiting

impedance increases the losses of this configuration.

b) Semi-controlled configuration: A higher controllabil-

ity can be achieved by connecting one of the ESs to the dc-

link through a dc-dc converter, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This

configuration also eliminates the need for current limiting

impedances. The dc-dc converter can control the power flow

and regulate the terminal voltage of ES1 as different from the

voltage of ES2 and dc-link. However, voltage variation of the

dc-link still exists due to variation in SOC of ES2.

c) Fully-controlled configuration: The configuration pre-

sented in Fig. 9(c) provides full control of the terminal voltage

and power flow for each ES device in the HESS. Each ES

device connects to the common dc-link through a separate

dc-dc converter, thus enabling voltage control of the dc-link.
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TABLE I
MAJOR PE UNIT PROVIDERS FOR COMMISSIONED UTILITY BESS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS [9]

PE Provider
Power/Energy

(MW/MWh)
Topology Battery Technology dc-dc Stage ac/dc Voltage (V)

Module Power

Level

ABB 20 / 6.67 2L/3L Li-Ion No 415-690 Vac; 975-1200 Vdc 72 kW - 1 MW

DynaPower 11 / 4.4 2L/3L Li-Ion — 750-1150 Vdc 1MVA

Enercon 10 / 10 2L/3L Li-Ion Yes — 300 kW

Extreme Power 10 / 7.5 2L Advanced Lead Acid — 480 Vac; 750-1200 Vdc 1.5MVA

General Electric 21 / 14 2L/3L Lead Acid — 480 Vac; 431-850 Vdc 1.25 MW

Mitsubishi 20 / 6.33 2L/3L Li-Ion — 300 Vac 0.5MW

Nidec 12 / 96 2L NaS Yes — 1.2 - 2.5 MW

Parker SSD 12 / 4 2L/3L Li-Ion No 400-480 Vac; 720-1200 Vdc 1.2 - 2.2 MW

S&C Electric 10 / 0.14 2L/3L Lead Acid Yes 480 Vac; 460-800 Vdc 1 MW / 1.25 MVA

Younicos 36 / 24 2L/3L Advanced Lead Acid — 415-690 Vac; 975-1200 Vdc 250 kVA

— means manufacturer information not supplied

(a)

(b) (c)

ES2 ES1Vdc

ES2 ES1Vdc
ES2

ES1Vdc

Fig. 9. Typical categories of configurations to connect multiple energy storage
resources: (a) direct connected; (b) half controlled; and (c) fully controlled.

In addition, the dc-dc converters can individually regulate the

terminal voltage of each device, i.e. the operation state of each

device. To achieve these functions, many circuit topologies of

the multi-port dc-dc converters have been proposed [75], [76]

.

Integration of HESS can be deployed with some cascaded

modular converters with existing PE devices. For instance, a

typical HESS consisting of batteries and supercapacitors can

be integrated by the MMC as presented in Fig. 6(a) where the

batteries are connected to the dc-link and the supercapacitors

are connected to submodules, or in Fig. 6(b) where the batter-

ies and supercapacitors are connected to different submodules.

The active power provided from the batteries/dc-link and the

supercapacitors/submodules to the ac output can be regulated

respectively by advanced control algorithms [77].

VI. TOPOLOGY COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

The aim of this section is to provide a comparison of the

total power losses for configurations based on different PE

topologies. The performance of these topologies is compared

against a benchmark system, comprising of multiple parallel-

connected, transformer-based 2L converters (Section II). Rel-

ative cost estimations are also provided.

A. Major industrial solutions

A representative snapshot of existing utility-scale BESS

installations is presented in Table I. The chosen industrial

solutions in terms of PE topologies is that of 2L/3L converters.

The transformer-based solution is currently favored by all

PE providers, implying multiple converters connected on a

common LV ac-grid to create large BESS systems.

It is worth noting that a 200 kWh pilot commissioned

in Norfolk England in 2011 uses ABB’s grid connected

converter based on the series connection of semiconductors.

The DynaPeaQ solution [78] from ABB is based on SVC Light

technology and designed for applications up to 50 MW with

only one monolithic converter. Use of series-connected press-

pack IGBTs means transformer-less connection to the grid is

possible.

B. Candidate PE units and specifications

The benchmark BESS comprises 15 three-phase 2L convert-

ers and a line-frequency transformer. Four other configurations

of PE units are compared to the benchmark for integrating

a 30 MW battery energy storage system to a 22 kV elec-

tricity grid. In a configuration based on the 2L converter,

18 IGBTs are connected in series to block the dc-link of

36 kV, thus achieving direct integration to the 22 kV grid

without the use of a transformer. Similarly, the 3L converter

using series connection of semiconductors is also included in

the comparison, where 9 IGBTs are connected in series. The

remaining two selected configurations use the CHB and MMC

converters, integrating batteries in each cell and submodule.

Considering practical operation, a voltage safety factor is

generally considered for redundancy, dynamics on capacitors

and inductors, and low order harmonics for avoidance of over-

modulation. For instance, in the 2L configuration, a factor of

1.4 is chosen to deal with redundancy and dynamics.

The detailed converter specifications of the selected five

configurations, i.e. conventional 2L converter with transformer

(2L+Tx), 2L/3L converter using series connected IGBTs, CHB

and MMC, are provided in Table II.

In practical industrial solutions, various switching devices

for different configurations would be used for optimization
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TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF SELECTED PE UNIT CONFIGURATIONS

Configuration 2L+Tx 2L 3L CHB MMC

Three-phase Power 30 MVA

Nominal Grid Voltage 22 kV

# of Converters 15 1 1 1 1

# of cells / SMs — — — 10 40

Transformer turn-ratio 22/1.2 — — — —

Vacpeak 1.15 kV 18 kV

# IGBT in series 1 18 9 1 1

Vdc, kV 2.3 36 36 2.3 36

Rated IGBT Voltage 3.3 kV

IGBT cosmic-ray

failure rate [80], [81] 0.7

Continuous dc

collector current 1 kA

Rated RMS Current 825 A 788 A

Safety Factor 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5

purposes. However, for comparison purposes, the 3.3kV In-

fineon FZ1000R33HE3 is chosen in this paper for all five

configurations. Compared to the 1.7 or 6.5 kV devices, the

3.3 kV range, of which the main characteristics are given in

Table III, represents a good compromise between the higher

switching power of high voltage devices and the lower cost

of low voltage devices. It is also a good compromise between

the high switching loss of high voltage devices and the high

conduction loss associated with using a larger number of low

voltage devices.

The same type of dc-dc converters, used to generate the

controllable dc-link voltage is used in all configurations. In

centralized battery configurations, the dc-dc converters are

cascaded at the output forming a dc-link at tens of thousands

volts, as presented in Fig. 8(b). In distributed battery con-

figurations, the same number of converters is considered. In

this paper, the estimated power losses of the DAB converter

(Pdc−dc) over various loading conditions are derived by con-

sidering the efficiency curves given by [63], [64]. In addition,

the power loss of the step-up transformer (PTx) is considered

as 0.5% of the total power at full power [79].

C. Loss calculation

The power loss of switching devices consists of the con-

duction and the switching loss [83], [84]. In the calculation

of conduction losses, the IGBT is approximated by a constant

voltage drop and a series resistance [83]. Then, the average

conduction losses of IGBT (PCT) can be calculated by [83]:

PCT = VCE0 · ĪT +R · Ĩ2T (1)

where VCE0 is the forward voltage drop at zero current, R
is the on-state resistance, ĪT and ĨT are the average and rms

current flowing through the IGBT. Both VCE0 and R can be

directly obtained from the IGBT datasheet.

Similarly, the average conduction losses of the anti-parallel

diode (PCD) can be calculated by [83]:

PCD = VF0 · ĪD +R′
· Ĩ2D (2)

TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED SEMICONDUCTOR [82]

Module: FZ1000R33HE3

Device type IGBT

Collector-emitter

voltage (VCES )
3300V

Continuous dc collector

current (ICnom)

1000A @ TC=95◦C

& Tvjmax=150◦C

Collector-emitter saturation

voltage (VCEsat)

Typ. 2.55V & Max. 3.1V

@ IC=1000A, VGE=15V

& Tvj=25◦C

Device type Diode

Repetitive peak reverse

voltage (VRRM )
3300V

Continuous dc forward

current (IF )
1000A

Forward Voltage (VF )

Typ. 3.1V & Max. 3.85V

@ IF =1000A, VGE=0V

& Tvj=25◦C

where VF0 and R′ can be read from the diode losses char-

acteristics. Additionally, ĪD and ĨD are the average and rms

values of the current through the diode, respectively.

The switching losses, i.e. Psw for IGBT and Prec for diode,

are calculated based on the turn-on and turn-off energy loss

given in the datasheet. Neglecting parameter variations, the

simplified value of the energy loss at different current levels

can be obtained from the device datasheet. In this paper, the

rms value of sinusoidal output current is used to decide the

energy loss at all switching instants. It is worth noting that

the switch-on losses in the diode are normally neglected [83].

Therefore, the losses of the IGBT (PT) and anti-parallel diode

(PD) are given by:

PT = VCE0 · ĪT +R · Ĩ2T +
[

Eon(ĨT ) + Eoff(ĨT )
]

· fsw (3)

PD = VF0 · ĪD +R′
· Ĩ2D + Erec(ĨD) · fsw (4)

where fsw is the switching frequency. In this paper, the inverter

losses do not include the losses of capacitors and inductors.

D. Performance comparison and discussion

The average and rms currents through IGBTs and diodes are

different for various PE configurations. The representations of

current given in [83], [84] are used to calculate PT and PD.

The conversion efficiency is calculated by:

η = 1− n · (PT + PD)/Ptotal (5)

where n is the number of IGBTs or diodes and Ptotal is

the total input power [85]. The power losses of the complete

PE unit including the grid-tied converters, the additional dc-

dc converters, and the step-up transformer are calculated and

compared for various configurations.

Similarly, the conversion efficiencies of all PE units are

presented as a function of the equivalent switching frequency

and power level, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The

efficiencies of configurations based on 2L converters decreases

rapidly with the increase of switching frequency. Therefore,
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these configurations should not operate at high switching

frequency, as illustrated in dotted line in Fig. 10. The 3L

converter based configuration has less efficiency drop against

the increased switching frequency, and the configurations

based on series connection of modular converters (i.e. CHB

and MMC) provide the best efficiencies. This is because the

actual switching frequencies of CHB and MMC are still low

even at the equivalent 2L converter’s switching frequency of

6kHz. Therefore, the quality of output sinusoidal waveform of

CHB/MMC is better than other configurations, i.e. requiring

smaller filters at the grid connection, this is one of the main

advantages of the CHB/MMC.

The benchmark configuration using 2L transformer-based

converters has the lowest efficiency at all power levels. In

the configurations using series connection of semiconductors,

the 3L converter has better performance than the 2L, by

almost 1.5%. The configurations using either MMC or CHB

provide the highest efficiency, which is approximately 3%

higher compared to the benchmark system, while MMC has

slightly higher efficiency than the CHB at heavy load.

The breakdown of power losses at two load levels provides

further insight for the performance of different configurations,

as presented in Fig. 12 and 13. The power level of 0.8 pu

represents high load that is normally considered in power

electronics design, and the power level of 0.1 pu represents the

light load that can occur in some applications, e.g. smoothing

the power output of RES [86]. The line-frequency transformer

in the conventional configuration contributes a comparable

amount of power loss with respect to the grid-tied converter.

In other words, it justifies the incentive of using converters

suitable for direct connection to the MV grid to remove the

line-frequency transformer from the conversion system.

The additional dc-dc converters produce significant power

losses, which to some extent explains why most industrial

solutions currently do not include the additional dc-dc stage.

Currently, there is a research gap in regards to the trade-off

between the benefit from adding these dc-dc converters such

as extending battery lifetime and the penalties of adding them

such as lower efficiency and extra cost. Additionally, relevant

standards that cover the use of dc-dc converters in utility-

scale BESS applications are not available in the literature.

Assuming the isolation function becomes the only reason

for adding the dc-dc converters, the dc-dc converters can

be removed from the benchmark configuration, as the step-

up transformer is included. In this case, the power losses of

CHB/MMC configurations are still slightly less than the losses

of the conventional configuration. As expected, the loading

conditions of the PE units not only affect the total power

losses, but also change the proportion of each loss component,

as shown in Fig. 12 and 13 for 80% and 10% load normalised

to the full power, respectively.

It should be noted that the above loss evaluation and

efficiency comparison corresponds to continuously operating

PE units, for example in load-leveling, peak-shaving or in-

termittent renewable energy applications. In practice, many

BESS will operate at no-load for an extended period of

time (e.g. flicker mitigation, uninterruptible power supplies

(UPS) etc). In these cases, the no-load losses of the system,
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predominantly the magnetisation losses of the transformer,

become more important than the full-power losses. No-load

losses are typically calculated on a per-application basis and

define a loss-penalty cost for the operation of the BESS.

E. Cost and discussion

The cost estimates on all compared configurations are

presented in per-unit with respect to the cost estimate of the

benchmark system, as shown in Fig. 14. Four major compo-

nents, including the capacitors, silicon, filter, and transformer

are considered in the calculation and comparison. The cost

estimation for the benchmark system is based on detailed

cost information provided from component manufacturers.

All costs have been normalized based on a 30 MVA BESS

application utilizing parallel-connected 2 MVA 2L converters

with step-up transformer, similar to the analysis in [85] for

solar PV systems.

Differences in the required capacitances for each configu-

ration have been calculated based on [87]–[89] which provide
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capacitor sizing guidelines for the 3L, CHB and MMC con-

verters respectively. Filter costs have been adjusted to ensure

equal harmonic performance between all configurations. The

difference in installed silicon power, and hence silicon cost,

between configurations is calculated based on the number of

semiconductors and their current ratings. The impact of no-

load operation and annual load factor of the BESS has not

been included as it applies on a case-by-case basis and cannot

be easily generalised.

Overall, the CHB offers the lowest system cost comparative

to other configurations. Comparing with the conventional con-

figuration, the CHB saves the line-frequency transformer that

contributes about 40% of the cost in the conventional configu-

ration. Comparing with configuration using series connection

of semiconductors, the CHB provides substantial savings on

the filter at a cost of requiring larger capacitors. The MMC

based configuration has the highest system cost, as it requires

a significant amount of capacitance compared to others.

If the mechanical complexity is transferred to the system

cost, the MMC-based configuration and others based on series

connection of devices become even less competitive than

the CHB-based configuration. If the size and weight of the

components are transferred to the system cost, compared to the

benchmark configuration, the CHB-based configuration with

more capacitors can still be competitive as the bulky line-

frequency transformer is removed. However, it is worth noting

that the cost of the additional dc-dc converters is not included

in the calculation, as we assume this cost is the same for all

configurations. As mentioned previously, if dc-dc converters

are required for isolation purposes only, their cost is only

applicable to the CHB and MMC converters. As a result, the

conventional configuration becomes more competitive, which

also explains why the existing industrial solutions are mainly

based on the conventional configuration.

The cost comparison performed in this paper has not

considered the cost of protective devices or mechanical costs

associated with the construction of each converter. More

specifically, some of the salient protection/mechanical features

of each topology are listed below:

• Topologies employing a series-connection of devices to

create a high-voltage dc-link may require a high-voltage

dc breaker to disconnect the batteries in case of a fault. In

cascaded or parallel connected 2/3L converters typically

less-costly low-voltage dc breakers can be utilised.

• Each cell in the cascaded topologies may require large

dc capacitors to absorb second harmonic oscillations in

instantaneous power produced by each phase-leg. Pro-

tection requirements are therefore increased due to the

large amount of stored energy which is dissipated in

the event of shoot-through of the dc-link. Depending on

the battery technology, it may be feasible to absorb the

second harmonic power oscillations within the batteries

themselves, this way shoot-through currents would be

inherently limited due to the internal impedance of the

batteries.

• Parallel connected 2/3L converters can require large

amounts of ac switchgear and bus bars, owing to the

often multiple stages of aggregation that are required in

stepping up the ac voltage by more than one order of

magnitude.

In practice, these factors will also (along with the factors

directly quantified in this paper) play a significant role in

determining the most suitable BESS converter topology.

VII. BESS SPECIFIC ISSUES AND PE TOPOLOGIES

One of the main functionalities of the PE unit in BESS

application is to regulate the operating condition of batteries,

as batteries are very sensitive to overcharge. Therefore, if

the additional dc-dc converters are included to regulate the

batteries, there is no apparent difference in terms of battery
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management and safety when using various grid-tied con-

verters. If no dc-dc converters are considered, the low-order

harmonics, for example occurring naturally in CHB/MMC or

in other configurations under grid faults, may affect the battery

life expectancy and even cause some safety concerns.

The relationship between low-order current harmonics and

battery life for different battery technologies remains an open

question in the literature at the time of writing. Some battery

technologies, such as lithium-titanate [38], may have higher

tolerance to low-order harmonics, and therefore be well suited

for CHB/MMC applications employing no dc-dc conversion

stage. However, the authors of this paper believe these re-

lationships are influenced not only by battery technologies,

but also on many external factors such as manufacturing

processes, design of balancing circuits within battery modules

and the stacking technique used to create the large system.

For instance, the stacking technique can affect the heat distri-

bution within each battery module. This means any lifetime

degradation effect, due to additional heating generated by low

order harmonics, will be highly dependent on, and possibly

mitigated by, the stacking technique utilized.

Flow batteries are very different from other technologies in

terms of system construction. The flow battery normally has

complex mechanical components including the power stacks,

the electrolyte tanks and circulating pipes. The capacity of

individual battery system/module is normally larger than other

battery technologies. Therefore, it can be difficult to distribute

the flow battery in the CHB cells if the capacity of each cell

is small.

In terms of grid support functionality, the CHB and MMC

have some limitations during compensation of prolonged grid

asymmetries. This is due to compensation of grid asym-

metries implying unequal charge/discharge of batteries lo-

cated in different phase-legs, which if allowed to persist can

cause over/under-charge of the batteries. It has been noted

in Section III that the MMC is more flexible in addressing

SOC imbalances than the CHB. This is due to the possible

utilisation of internal circulating currents, albeit at the cost

of increased semiconductor losses. Nevertheless, transformer

based solutions utilising 2/3L converters, where each phase-

leg has a common dc-link, do not suffer from SOC imbalance

during compensation of grid asymmetries. On the other hand,

MMC and CHB solutions significantly reduce filtering require-

ments at the point of common coupling due to their superior

waveform quality. From the viewpoint of the network operator,

less filtering significantly reduces the possibility of creating

unwanted resonances with the wider electrical network.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper has provided a comparative review of commer-

cially viable PE topologies suitable for utility-scale BESS

applications. The efficiencies of entire PE units in various

configurations have been compared and discussed. All trans-

formerless configurations provide lower power losses than

the conventional configuration at the cost of high mechanical

complexity and more auxiliary devices.

Based on the provided analysis, the CHB based configu-

ration provides the highest conversion efficiency along with

the MMC based configuration. Moreover, if the additional dc-

dc converters are not considered in the cost comparison, the

CHB offers the lowest estimate of system cost. The require-

ment of including the additional dc-dc stage needs further

investigation, as the dc-dc converters contribute significant

losses to the entire PE conversion system. It also may make

the CHB configuration less competitive to the conventional

configuration using parallel connected 2L converters with the

line-frequency step-up transformer.

In the future, the discussion and comparison may extend to

other topologies available in the literature, such as cascaded

modular push-pull converter [90], modular converter with

series/parallel connectivity [91], and those integrated with the

resonant concept [92]–[94], which are not included in this pa-

per due to the lack of commercial viability with respect to the

2L and CHB-based configurations. Moreover, reconfigurable

or multifunctional concepts should also be given attention [95],

[96], as they have the potential to be a turning point in the

future development of PE for BESS applications.
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